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About This Content

Invoking the feel of SNES-era RPGs, RPG Maker DS was a big hit in Japan. Unfortunately, it hasn't made it over to North
America (yet). What has made it over however is a boatload of resources for use in Game Character Hub.

We've taken the original resources and modified them (when necessary) to work perfectly with Game Character Hub. Enjoy the
flexible layer system, real-time animation previews and the powerful character generators that comes with Game Character Hub

while you create new characters in a retro style!

What's Included?

More than 150 new unique items, with a large number of outfits and hairstyles.

Male and Female templates.

Medieval outfits and accessories, including armors, helmets and various weapons.

Variety of hairstyles all supplied with different hair colors.

A new built-in yet customizable random character generator, to create tons of top-quality characters in a few clicks!

Assets that can be used with RPG Maker VX Ace game engine.
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Very relaxing music

EDIT: just amazing .... can listen to it on loop all day. Wonderful game. Deep story and interesting choices. Unique combination
of game genres..  Awesome game!! 

Really cool game, nice graphics, fun zombies mode, cool Multiplayer (I don't know about all these people saying that
there are almost no players but there are actually pretty much) and an awesome campaign.

It is a bit expensive for a game made in 2010, but it's defenitly worth your money!

Real recommendation!

-The Awesome Pear. Great gameplay, challenging but rewarding. Love the retro platform style, and the sound to accompany it
is fantastic. The adventure itself is open-ended, leading to all sorts of paths through the world as you progress towards the ship's
core. I would definitely recommend picking this game up and seeing for yourself. Tons of fun!. This is the Lego game that I've
been waiting for 15 years.

PROS
+ Easy to make even complex creations
+ Really stable and smooth singleplayer
+ Overlapping bricks isn't punished at all

CONS
- Unstable multiplayer with crashes, buffer overflows and desyncs
- Crashes every time you increase texture quality. That was a fast refund..game crashes after calling in the citadel. Way to go.. I
did not enjoy the bird eye view style.

The limited selection of planes to pick 3 on each side total of 6.
the game play itself to me was pretty interesting i enjoyed it for a good few mins.
Single player was mostly what i enjoyed but right when i tried online
i was having a good time up to the point when someone came in.
I thought they were experienced but then i got a good glance
he was doing a inf evasive move while firing missiles in the process
and it was none stop taking out every single craft A.I on my side when he stopped and i fired at him he didn't bother
dodging he just took the shots both guns and missiles and still was in the air.
*****Most of this portion of the review was cleared up by bankler although i still question the fact this person was still able to
use the evasive skill and appeared to have inf stamina is still lingering in my mind*****
Figured he was cheating and that annoyed me. i said no.. done
this game was not at all what i expected though. Big Joust fan here! Love the different game modes and great party game
overall.. Really helps Kyrie relieve back tension, accurate description
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a very nice soundtrack, nice to listen too. Too hard. I missed lots of important scenes because I wasn't in the right place at the
right time.. this game is trash and what really ruins it it's the goddamn countdown timer. Saw the developers website a while ago,
so happy this is out.

Very very fun first-person puzzle game with unique twist of dual overlapping universes.

If you like Portal, and especially like Antichamber, then definitely buy this.

Not the longest game, but very challenging and fun, highly recommended. this game is pretty much what i would imagine the
tron movie to be but on LSD and Ecstasy. 10/10. The game is in early access, but it's a great start. You can make your own
dishes with the ingredients you have unlocked, set prices, hire and fire staff, etc. I've been waiting for a game like this since
Restaurant Empire.

A few changes/tweaks I would like to see implemented:

1) The ability to name your created dish at the end instead of at the beginning.
2) The ability to disable/edit mouse edge scrolling. One *light* touch of the mouse moves the viewable screen very quickly and
can be frustrating.
3) A popup hint/hover text when you hover over a red icon in the recipe of the menu screen so you can know what piece of
equipment you are lacking to be able to make that food.

I also ran into a bug after firing a waiter. His firing prevented the customers outside from entering. I had to save the game, go
back to the main menu and reload it so one of the other waiters greeted the customers.

I have no doubts this game is going to get even better once the bugs are worked out and some of the settings tweaked, but I
highly recommend it.. Got this for 19p

10/10. Time Killer.
Lost 4 hrs like nothing in order to complete first general campaign(I think there is 4 at this moment?).
Price is correct.
The difference between this game and RISK it that this game is in real time and does not depend on the probability factor.
Interface is good, and simple.
Multiplayer would be very competetive.
The game creates challange.
You will not sit, reflex and strategise. You also will have just enough time to react.
Strategy logic is simple and yet, the key factor is how fast you respond.
I would recommend this game if you whant to kill some time without noticing.
Good product for the first day of steam release.
Good luck!. Literally can't feel my right arm after spending hours upon hours trying to perfect Jungle Joyride in Unleashed
Project, three days in a row to no success.

Fantastic game. A game of my dream
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